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Hopes and Dreams

You seemed to tremble on your way out
Ever still there but escaping

Floating through colors and lights
And so time goes by 

You came to my life like a raindrop
Or rather like wind howling meekly
Finding your way in through doors

And through holes and creeks 

You came in
and left traces on the windows and the doorstep,

Raindrops shiny and bright,
Crystal decorations,

my eyes playing rainbows with the light.

You are like the water
Try to hold you in my hands to keep you

Safe from the sun evaporating
fading away and leaving me behind

longing for you alone in silence,
Looking at my hands left with nothing

There's only fear hiding anger,
and you keep getting away while I fall

from the sky.

Just like wind or just like water,
Just like the light breaking the shadows,

Or like a shadow dressed in fire, gleams and glory.

Just like all or just like nothing,
Just like a word or thousand silences,

That’s how you came
And how you went away,

Taking a highway made of years…

And like a boat just fading in the sea,
That’s how you left me,

That’s how you vanished,
When the dawn was still molding the morning.
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The blue day turned to dark,
Bells of time...a dying heart,

the screaming of a hope falling apart.

And strangely you don’t know,
You can’t see,

That everything happens
right when the swallows
Fly crossing the horizon.

And the silence
It’s cradle

swaying all the music.

Strangely you don’t know
About hopes and dreams,

About hopes and dreams…
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